awards
EMINENTECOLOGIST

Herbert G. Andrewartha
Herbert G. Andrewartha and L. Charles Birch
have enormously influenced the trajectory of
modern ecology. Both men hold doctorates
from the University of Adelaide, where Pro
fessor Andrewartha has spent most of his ac
ademic career and is currently Professor
Emeritus. Professor Birch moved to the Uni
versity of Sydney in 1948 and is now Profes
sor Emeritus there. Their first publication to
gether in 1941, "The influence of weather on
in South Australia."
grasshopper
plagues
foreshadowed a remarkable collaboration that
has lasted half a century, punctuated partic
ularly by two major books, The Distribution
and Abundance of Animals (1954) and The
Ecological Web (1984). The Ecological Soci
ety of America has never before presented
the Eminent Ecologist Award jointly to two
persons. In this instance such a tribute is high
ly appropriate; their names and reputations
are as inextricably intertwined inour discipline
as are those of Gilbert and Sullivan or Lee and
Yang inother fields. Though either man's in
dependent career isworthy of honor, their in
teraction has been a highlight of ecology.
Both men have worked especially with in
sect populations, but their insights have in
formed our field to the extent that the "An
a
drewartha-and-Birch
school" connotes
widely recognized viewpoint and suggests a
distinctive research protocol. The Distribution
and Abundance of Animals was a landmark
synthesis of field population ecology that in
spired the generation widely credited with
constructing modern ecology. Andrewartha
and Birch's hallmark has been intensive em
pirical study of the myriad proximate factors,
abiotic as well as biotic, that impinge on any
population. Their field and laboratory efforts,
such as those on thrips and orthopterans by
Professor Andrewartha and on beetles and
fruitflies by Professor Birch, were the starting
points for a more general theory of population
ecology that culminates inThe Ecological Web
and emphasizes
the complexity of forces af
fecting any population and the differences
among forces acting on different conspecific

These emphases
demand a
populations.
healthy skepticism about simple, elegant de
scriptions of population dynamics. Professors
Andrewartha and Birch have been consistent
skeptics, continually confronting fashionable
models with hard-won field data on specific
organisms.

Their skepticism implies neither hostility to
theory nor failure of their own viewpoint to
evolve. Thus, The Ecological Web consists
partly of an ambitious attempt to formulate a
general theory of the environment in terms of
formal logic. Further, they have always aimed
to make their theories applicable not only to
academic ecology but also to many environ
mental problems confronting humanity. The
desire to control insect pests of agricultural
and stored grain products motivated much of
their early research, while recent interests in
clude the ecology of humans and the various
environmental problems and resource short
with human population
ages associated
growth. They have publiciized their environ
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sibilities of scientists and the relationship of
science to religion.
Professors Andrewartha and Birch are the
first Australians to receive the Eminent Ecol
ogist Award. Largely because of their books,
Australian systems and Australian ecological
research are part of the common vocabulary
of ecologists
throughout the world. Thrips
imaginis and Austroicetes cruciata are as like
ly to turn up inAmerican or European popu
lation ecology term papers as in Australian
ones. The Ecological Society of America is
honored to present the Eminent Ecologist
Award to the men responsible for this fact.
Written by Daniel Simberloff
Selection Committee:
Barbara Bentley
Brian Chabot
Arthur Cooper
Daniel Simberloff
Peter Vitousek
Mary Willson
Sarah Woodin

mental message
through the mass media.
Professor Birch has also concerned himself
for many years with moral and social respon
Source: Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America, Vol. 70, No. 1 (Mar., 1989), pp. 28-29. Courtesy of JSTOR

MACARTHUR
AWARD
Thomas W. Schoener
The Robert H. MacArthur Award was named
after one of the most original thinkers inecol
ogy. This special award has appropriately been
given to Thomas W. Schoener, a major con
tributor to population and community ecology
for over two decades. Perhaps more than any
one, he has shown how descriptive, experi
mental, and mathematical approaches can be
blended synergistically.
Tom began his career at Harvard, where he
was an undergraduate, graduate student, ju
nior fellow, and assistant and associate pro
fessor. As an undergraduate, he had passions
for both natural history and mathematics, sub
jects that E. 0. Wilson and W. B. Bossert
showed him could be integrated as "popula
tion biology."
Harvard in the late 1960s and early 1970s
was fertile ground for budding evolutionary
ecologists. The faculty was stimulating and
Tom's fellow graduate students (J. E. Cohen,
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